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Happy New Year 2021! 
 

    

Wish you all a very  Happy 2021. May God 

bless you with the best of the best! 

 

 

 

Happy Republic Day! 
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A few words from the creator 

Miss Sharmishtha Basu  
 

2020 is gone! Yay! I have kept myself on my toes since January 

2020, and by the end of year I have decided that I will go a 

little easy on myself, I will add creativity, blogging with rest. 

Did that well for December, wish me luck for the future years! 

From this year I will be a bit easy on me but won’t ignore my 

blogs again if God permits! 

 

Time down here is more or less peaceful, nothing 

extraordinarily bad or good has happened, ate our first round of 

junkfood in November, next round in December and went to 

Zoo on 12th December. It was really, really great! 

 

Take care of yourself and stay safe, even if your neighbourhood is 

not affected too much be cautious. Don’t blindly think that others 

will follow the rules. Be safe and be wise! 

 

I have deleted my Teespring stores, facebook profiles from now on if 

you see any work being sold/published using my name do let me 

know and report to the site. 

 

If you want to buy/refer Ezines you know the drill- in 

shoptly/gumroad/patreon (they will provide you the books) or 

directly from me just make the payment via paypal and send me the 

list, I will send you the pdf files. Full list of books in shoptly, 

gumroad will be added at the end of the Ezines. 

 

https://paypal.me/sharmishthabasu 

https://shoptly.com/sharmishthabasu 

https://gumroad.com/sharmishthabasu 

and 

https://patreon.com/sharmishthabasu 

https://paypal.me/sharmishthabasu
https://shoptly.com/sharmishthabasu
https://gumroad.com/sharmishthabasu
https://patreon.com/sharmishthabasu
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Let the journey begin 

Window to India 
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Indie Author Speaks-few tips on editing 
 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/few-tips-editing-sharmishtha-

basu/?published=t 

Few tips on editing 

Sharmishtha Basu 

 

1. If you can make a group of authors and edit each other's works. Because 
we have a tendency to overlook our own faults and sometimes people 
see a fresh approach that we fail to see in our own writing. But pick up 
people you can trust! 

2. When you have a group of people editing each other's works or you 
have hired/requested someone to edit your works always read after the 
edit. Thoroughly. The editor may miss your point of view or a 
paragraph, then there is always the fear of "not understanding" or typos. 

3. Don't trust the online editors or inbuilt editors blindly when you are 
writing that is typing the story. They can sometimes be horribly wrong. 
If your bot editor is underlining your word check in few other sites 
before editing, altering a sentence or paragraph you thought is 
absolutely awesome! Sometimes a comma makes these bots approve 
the whole para they were underlining! 

4. Sometimes it is good to go by your own conviction, even if everyone else 
is wrinkling nose. But do this cautiously. 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

  

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/few-tips-editing-sharmishtha-basu/?published=t
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/few-tips-editing-sharmishtha-basu/?published=t
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From the Quill of femme Sole 

Envious women 
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Other side of the **** world 
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Techbabble : Manual vs. Auto 
 

 

There are two modes [mostly] in digital cameras, esp. in the ones I used to 

shoot with before bro lent me his DSLR, the point and shoot ones I mean. The 

modes are auto and manual [called live in canon]. 

 

Initially I believe I used the auto mode always, in that mode the camera sets 

the settings for you after you aim. I don’t know how I discovered the live 

mode, heard about it in one of the forums my brother has been studying or 

accidentally but when I discovered it I realized how better it is. 

 

My grievance against auto mode is it absolutely kills the colours. The manual 

mode on the other hand adds life to the photos, you can adjust the depth of 

colour, light and blue tint. I usually adjust the light only, leave the other two 

zero, sometimes I adjust them but mostly not. 

 

The difference between auto and manual is dull and alive in my dictionary. 
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India Now: Corona diaries 5 
 

Corona express and dirty politics, Feku and co. has one card up their sleeve 

and it works in almost any situation, that is tragic, no reward for guessing 

what it is- religion! 

 

When a disaster of this level happens governments are supposed to look 

inside and be ashamed for their incapacity to handle things, but our Feku and 

co. are of different breed. 

 

Since the very beginning they tried to turn the rest of the country against 

Muslims by saying that a group of thousands of terrorists have organized in a 

Delhi mosque to get infected and spread the disease all over the country.   

 

Next their leaders started provoking Hindus to not buy things from Muslim 

sellers. They are trying to spread the infection. Their goons started beating up 

or heckling Muslim businessmen. 

 

What is a better way of hiding own incompetence? Blame it all on the 

boogeyman, what can Feku and co. do if Muslims spread corona on purpose?  

 

Good that majority of people are confined to their home otherwise they might 

have repeated Gujarat riots in national scale! 

 

Then their next cheapness was treating the states not run by BJP as step 

children. Their eyes are all stuck on Bengal and their whining can be heard 

loud and clear about the grave condition in Bengal but they don’t even see the 

far worse condition in Gujarat. 

 

Well, as per state records the infected were quite less than many states in the 

country so they started corona express, packing up people like cattle without 

any precaution or safety measure and allowing them to pull the chain and 

descend wherever they want! Spreading the disease merrily! The way the no. 

of infected shot up after Corona Express started arriving shows that. Two 

birds in one stone- this must have been their two bird strategy- no. 1 drive the 

opposition nuts and antagonize people against migrant laborers! So that they 

suffer alone! 
 

To be continued….. 
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Whisperer 
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Happiness Skills…56 

jealousy 
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Intriguing Tales 
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Intriguing tales 7 

Darkness 
 

Birth of Kali 

 

Once upon a time two mighty giants named Shumbha and Nishumbha 

defeated the Gods and conquered heaven, they remembered that Goddess 

Durga has promised them that whenever they are in trouble she will appear 

and help them. 

 

So they went to Himalayas and started praying on the banks of Ganges, 

Parvati, Lord Shiva’s wife was coming there to bathe in Ganges, she asked the 

Gods who were they praying to, then Goddess Ambika came out of her body 

and said that the Gods, defeated by Shumbha and Nishumbha were praying to 

her. 

 

She was the most beautiful creature in the whole world and soon Shumbha 

and Nishumbha’s servants Chanda and Munda saw her and reported to their 

lords, suggested them that they should bring her over and one of them should 

marry her. 

 

Well, the giant kings sent a messenger to her who told her about all the wealth 

that the giant brothers have amassed but the Goddess told him that she will 

marry whoever conquers her in war. The messenger warned her of dire 

consequences and left. 

 

The miffed giants sent a chieftain to “drag her by hair if she does not come to 

them on asking.” 

 

Well the Goddess turned the chieftain into a pile of ash and her ride the lion 

killed his army. Now the giants were ballistic and Chanda and Munda came 

thousands of armed men to either conquer and drag her to the giants or kill 

her and bring her corpse. 

 

The giants gathered all around her to catch her and this time the Goddess lost 

her cool, her face darkened and her brows furrowed. Goddess Kali came out of 

her body, she was dark in complexion and was wearing a leopard skin sari, 

her body was skeletal, mouth was bare open and her tongue was lolling, her 
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teeth were flashing white and looked really scary in her dark face. She was 

wearing a garland of skulls around her neck and was equipped with deadly 

weapons. She unleashed her fury on the giants and soon Chanda and Munda 

were killed and the remaining giants scattered in air. 

 

This part of the Chandi Mahatmya shows another side of women, the Goddess 

did try again and again to thwart the advances of the giants but they simply 

were too arrogant and won’t take no for an answer! So they brought out the 

worst in a sweet, gentle Goddess and reaped what they have sown ultimately.  

 

Because after Chanda and Munda died the entire giant army along-with the 

brothers came to kill Ambika and collected their dues. 

 

Wish it happened in real life too! There are too many of Shumbha Nishumbhas 

in the world, have always been and will always be! 
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India THEN 
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India THEN 

History of India 12 

 
A HISTORY OF INDIA 

BY 

Hermann Kulke and 

Dietmar Rothermund 

 

1 

EARLY CIVILISATIONS OF THE NORTHWEST  

 

The anatomy of four sites 

 

The various stages of the indigenous evolution of the Indus civilisation 

can be documented by an analysis of four sites which have been excavated 

in more recent years: Mehrgarh, Amri, Kalibangan, Lothal. These four sites 

reflect the sequence of the four important phases in the protohistory of 

the northwestern region of the Indian subcontinent. The sequence begins 

with the transition of nomadic herdsmen to settled agriculturists in eastern 

Baluchistan, continues with the growth of large villages in the Indus valley 

and the rise of towns, leads to the emergence of the great cities and, finally, 

ends with their decline. The first stage is exemplified by Mehrgarh in 

Baluchistan, the second by Amri in the southern Indus valley and the third 

and fourth by Kalibangan in Rajasthan and by Lothal in Gujarat. 

 

Mehrgarh 

 

Mehrgarh is situated about 150 miles to the northwest of Mohenjo-Daro at 

the foot of the Bolan Pass which links the Indus valley via Quetta and 

Kandahar with the Iranian plateau. The site, excavated by French 

archaeologists since 1974, is about 1,000 yards in diameter and contains 

seven excavation sites with different strata of early settlements. The oldest 

mound shows in its upper strata a large Neolithic village which, according to 

radiocarbon dating, belongs to the sixth millennium BC. The rectangular 

houses were made of adobe bricks, but ceramics were obviously still unknown 

to the inhabitants. The most important finds were traces of grain and 

innumerable flint blades which appear to have been used as sickles for cutting 

the grain. These clearly establish that some kind of cultivation prevailed in 
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Baluchistan even at that early age. Several types of grain were identified: 

two kinds of barley, and wheat, particularly emmer. Surprisingly, the same 

types of grain were found in even lower strata going back to the seventh 

millennium. 

 

The early transition from hunting and nomadic life to settled agriculture 

and animal husbandry is documented also by large numbers of animal bones 

which were found in various Neolithic strata of the site. The oldest strata 

of the seventh millennium contained mostly remnants of wild animals 

such as antelopes, wild goats and wild sheep. But in later strata the bones 

of domesticated animals such as goats, sheep and cows were much more 

numerous. The domestication of animals must have begun in Baluchistan 

at about the same time as in western Asia. Sheep were the first animals 

to be tamed, followed by water buffaloes whose earliest remains, outside 

China, were discovered here. 

 

Precious items found in the graves of Mehrgarh provide evidence for the 

existence of a network of long-distance trade even during this early period. 

There were beads made of turquoise from Persia or central Asia, lapis 

lazuli from Afghanistan and shells which must have come from the coast 

400 miles away. 

 

Next to this oldest mound at Mehrgarh there is another site which 

contains chalcolithic settlements showing the transition from the Stone Age 

to the Bronze Age. Ceramics as well as a copper ring and a copper bead 

were found here. The rise of handicraft is clearly in evidence at this 

stage. Hundreds of bone awls were found, as well as stones which seem to 

have been used for sharpening these awls. The uppermost layer of this 

site contains shards of painted ceramics very similar to those found in a 

settlement of the fourth millennium (Kili Ghul Mohammad III) near Quetta. 

When this stage was reached at Mehrgarh the settlement moved a few 

hundred yards from the older ones. The continuity is documented by finds 

of the same type of ceramics which characterised the final stage of the 

second settlement. 

 

In this third phase in the fifth and early fourth millennia skills were obviously 

much improved and the potter’s wheel was introduced to manufacture 

large amounts of fine ceramics. In this period Mehrgarh seems to have given 

rise to a technical innovation by introducing a drill moved by means of a 
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bow. The drill was made of green jasper and was used to drill holes into 

beads made of lapis lazuli, turquoise and cornelian. Similar drills were 

found at Shahr-i-Sokhta in eastern Iran and at Chanhu-Daro in the Indus 

valley, but these drills belong to a period which is about one millennium 

later. Another find at Mehrgarh was that of parts of a crucible for the melting 

of copper. 

 

At about 3500 BC, the settlement was shifted once more. In this fourth 

phase ceramics attained major importance. The potters produced large 

storage jars decorated with geometric patterns as well as smaller receptacles 

for daily use. Some of the shards are only as thick as an eggshell. 

Small female figurines made of terracotta were found here and terracotta 

seals, the earliest precursors of the seals found in the Indus valley, were 

also found. Mehrgarh must have been inhabited by that time by a wellsettled 

and fairly wealthy population. 

 

The fifth phase of settlement at Mehrgarh started around 3200 BC. The 

features characteristic of this phase had also been noted in sites in eastern 

Iran and central Asia. Because not much was known about Baluchistan’s 

protohistory prior to the fourth millennium BC, these features were thought 

to have derived from those western regions. But the excavations at 

Mehrgarh show that the early settlers of Baluchistan were not just passive 

imitators but had actively contributed to the cultural evolution. Longdistance 

trade certainly contributed to the exchange of cultural achievements 

in this early period. 

 

The subsequent phases of settlement at Mehrgarh, from about 3000 to 

2500 BC and immediately preceding the emergence of Harappa and 

Mohenjo-Daro, show increasing wealth and urbanisation. A new type of 

seal with animal symbols, and terracotta figurines of men and women with 

elaborately dressed hair, seem to reflect a new life style. Artefacts such as 

the realistic sculpture of a man’s head and small, delicately designed 

figurines foreshadow the later style of Harappan art. The topmost strata 

of settlements in Mehrgarh are crowded with two-storeyed buildings. 

Firewood seems to have been scarce in this final period as cow dung was 

used for fuel, as it still is. Ceramics were produced on such a large scale 

that archaeologists label it semi-industrial mass production. One kiln was 

found containing 200 jars which were obviously left there after a mistake 

had been made in the firing of the kiln. 
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Sometime around the middle of the third millennium BC the flourishing 

town of Mehrgarh was abandoned by its inhabitants. However, recent 

excavations at nearby Nausharo reveal a continuous settlement of population 

in this area throughout the Harappan period. Towards the end of this period 

Mehrgarh produced an important graveyard, the cultural assemblage of 

which shows strong similarities with the culture of central Asia and the 

famous Cemetery ‘H’ at Harappa of the early second millennium BC. 

 

Amri 

 

Amri gives us some clues with regard to the transition from the Pre- 

Harappan to the Mature Harappan culture. This site is located about 100 

miles to the south of Mohenjo-Daro on the west bank of the Indus at a 

point where the hills of Baluchistan are closest to the river. It almost seems 

as if the people of Amri wanted to keep in touch with the early culture of 

Baluchistan and considered it as something of a daring venture to settle in 

the great plains near the river. This new venture was started only about 

2,000 years after the early cultures of Baluchistan appeared in places like 

Mehrgarh. Unlike Mehrgarh, which started in the seventh millennium BC, 

Amri’s earliest strata go back only as far as the early fourth millennium. 

But Amri and similar sites in the lower Indus valley were inhabited 

throughout the millennia of the Indus civilisation and, therefore, provide 

interesting evidence of the cultural evolution in the valley. 

 

The excavations at Amri from 1959 to 1969 were so revealing that the 

Pre-Harappan culture of the Lower Indus is now referred to as Amri culture. 

 

The four stages of the Indus valley culture are clearly exhibited here at 

Amri: Pre-Harappan, Early Harappan which is a phase of transition, Mature 

Harappan and the Jhangar culture which is a regional variation of the 

Late Harappan. The Pre-Harappan stage at Amri is subdivided into four 

phases. The earliest phase shows no traces of building but its jars and 

ceramic shards have patterns related to those of the finds in Baluchistan. 

There were also some tools made of flint as well as a few items of copper 

and bronze found. The second and third phases show Amri at the height 

of its development. Radiocarbon dating points to a period from 3660 to 

3020 BC for this flowering of the Amri culture. This coincides with a similar 

state of development at Mehrgarh. The area of the village had doubled by 

this time and there were houses constructed of adobe bricks. These houses 
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had interior courtyards and were designed in a more regular fashion as time 

went by; similarly, the bricks showed a more standardised form. Ceramics 

were produced on potter’s wheels and decorated with geometric patterns of 

a characteristic style. 

 

Towards the end of this Amri period, there appeared for the first time 

isolated items with the style characteristic of Early Harappan ceramics. 

Such items did not, however, replace the indigenous Amri ceramics. This 

happened only in the Mature Harappan phase at Amri. Probably this 

new type of ceramics had only been imported into Amri in the Early 

Harappan period and it was not until the Mature Harappan period that the 

potters of Amri adopted the style themselves and abandoned their old style 

altogether. Early in the Mature Harappan period, the new style seems 

to have come from Mohenjo-Daro and Chanhu-Daro to the Lower Indus, 

whereas Harappa and Kalibangan stuck to a different northern style. A 

uniform style, which replaced all regional styles, emerged only at the end 

of this period, at the height of the Indus civilisation towards the end of the 

third millennium BC. 

 

The correlation of this stylistic analysis with the pattern of growth and 

decline of the Amri settlement provides a great deal of insight into the 

evolution of Indus civilisation. At the beginning of the Early Harappan 

period, when new influences emanating from Mohenjo-Daro were making 

themselves felt at Amri, Amri’s settled area suffered a remarkable reduction. 

One of the two mounds of Amri was obviously abandoned at that time. 

This was followed by a brief period of recuperation when both mounds 

were occupied. But in the beginning of the Mature Harappan period, when 

the Amri style was replaced by the style of Mohenjo-Daro, there was 

another setback and even the main mound was abandoned for some time. 

In the subsequent phase, Amri was settled again but the smaller mound 

remained deserted forever. It seems that the rise of Mohenjo-Daro meant 

a decline for Amri. Perhaps wars and social conflict were at the root of 

this decline. There are no traces of direct combat at Amri, but there seems 

to have been some kind of fortification. However, at Kot Diji, a town only 

30 miles from Mohenjo-Daro, there were elaborate fortifications even 

during the Pre-Harappan and Early Harappan periods which ended with 

a great conflagration in this place. This seems to indicate that the spread 

of the Mature Harappan culture was accompanied by war and conquest. 

After the burning down of old Kot Diji there followed a new phase of 
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reconstruction noticeably influenced by Mohenjo-Daro. 

To be continued…. 

 

 

 This is a new section and that will continue, without being biased I will 

just share the things I will stumble upon in internet, about India’s 

average past, not the glorified (past) ones that are shared everywhere 

else in the Ezines. 
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My Pen:  Wake up India 5 

 
The thing that India desperately needs now is a party that cares about India 

above all, and its secular, modern image. We have no intentions of going back 

to middle ages with the cow-hugging Kauravas, we have every plans of 

moving forward but keeping our culture alive, thriving.  

 

Hindus may have become thuggish these days but one thing should be 

realized and clearly understood, huge majority of Hindus are not with these 

thugs, had they been there would not have been any minority living in India, 

after all 80 percent of Indians are Hindu. 

 

The minorities who are now screaming red about being abused and exploited 

have forgotten how they have either helped or accepted the terrorists when 

they ripped the country apart for decades, why? Because a mosque was torn 

down by a bunch of buffoons to pit Hindus against Muslims and grab the 

throne! So, they went out and bombed innocent men and women who most 

probably had nothing to do with those buffoons! 

 

One thing anyone who truly cares about India should accept Indians are 

hypocrites but not innocent, give them a chance and they will scalp their own 

neighbors! So don’t become a hypocrite. Treat everyone with same law and 

enforce that law. 

 

Indians love to play coy, moral and innocent but they are nowhere close to 

that, had they been that way the corruption rate would not have been this 

high in this country and morals would not have been this low! Kauravas 

would never have been in throne of this country for a decade. 

 

Maybe, just like someone told me, the ex army officers may think about saving 

the country they are always trying to save by giving their lives in borders, they 

may not have money but they can take help from the public like many political 

parties did when there were no industrialists or foreign powers to fund them. 

They used to literally go out with bags and ask people for money. 

I am quite sure if worthy people come out and ask for funds public will dole 

out whatever it can, and India is full of people, so, if half of them dole out a 

hundred rupee note in average that will be a fat lot of money. 
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I really wonder if Indian army men [retired] are thinking in this track, hope 

they are because they are the only ones in this country we can easily call 

patriots! 

 

Those who are thinking about reviving Congress or Coalition may start 

thinking in this track, after all Congress or Coalition they all have been given 

chances in the past by public and they all have miserably failed or partly 

failed, so one still wonders what will happen if they are given second chances 

and Kauravas start buying or manipulating their members and make the 

government fall. 

 

A brand new party on the other hand holds some hope like AAP did before it 

fizzed away. Why not another party, a brand new one? 
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FUN n FROLICS 
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Nature @Kolkata in Magh 
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Nature @Kolkata in Magh 
 

Poush was really nice! Winter ditched tinsel town this year but the weather 

was pleasant. Too much cold is not fun either, so I will say Poush was 

delightful, and the weather is fluctuating between pleasant and warm, not hot. 

Let us see if we will be at peace till Mid January at least! 

 

Hoping for a pleasant Magh! 
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The suffragette 
Pat Ritter 

 

 
 

The Suffragette 
 
‘The Suffragette’ is the fifth book in ‘Outback Australia’ series. This is set 
between 1903-1905. Women weren’t permitted to vote. Margaret Wallace, 
Principal at Cunnamulla State School decided to make a difference. With help 
from The Honourable Joseph Ryan, Esquire, MLA they worked together to 
ensure women in Queensland empowered the government of the day to pass 
legislation for women to vote. Read on to fight alongside Margaret with her 
friends particularly Marilyne Pankhurst to force the government to change 
rules for women to vote. The story continues:  
 

Buying Link: http://www.patritter.com.au/ 

 

 

 

 

 

  

http://www.patritter.com.au/
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SBPnB Book 7 

Ocean blue 

 
 

 
 

 
Sharmishtha Basu's Pen n Brush book 7 ocean blue 
https://gumroad.com/l/WrhcE 
https://shoptly.com/i/bb7c 
 
Beautiful World Series is a set of nature poetries with paintings, not 

illustrating the contents of the poems though, sometimes similar sometimes 

not. 

 

This book shares titles “blue sky and ocean blue”, “blue and blue”, and one 

poem on rain. Hope you will like the poetries and paintings as two separate 

colours of these books. 

 

https://gumroad.com/l/WrhcE
https://shoptly.com/i/bb7c
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All poems and other works are copyrighted works of Sharmishtha Basu. 

You can share them with your friends but please acknowledge the 

creator. I will be very grateful for your sweetness. 

 

Sharmishtha Basu 

17.5.20 

Haridebpur, Kolkata 
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Agnishatdal Book 13 (Durgapuja 1427) 

https://gumroad.com/l/EcyaD 

Shoptly 

Agnijaat Book 13 (Durgapuja 1427) 

https://shoptly.com/i/bv2x 

Agnishatdal Book 13 (Durgapuja 1427) 

https://shoptly.com/i/bv2y 

Agnijaat And Agnishatdal 4th Yearly Issues 

Agnidal 4, 17.7.20 

https://gumroad.com/l/HRaoTO 

  

https://gumroad.com/l/Vvffb
https://shoptly.com/i/b28a
https://shoptly.com/i/b28b
https://gumroad.com/l/oHGJMD
https://gumroad.com/l/EcyaD
https://shoptly.com/i/bv2x
https://shoptly.com/i/bv2y
https://gumroad.com/l/HRaoTO
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Agnidal 4, 17.7.20 

https://shoptly.com/i/b3po 

Agnidal 4, 17.7.20 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08CRFBYQT 

Sfulingo 4, 17.7.20 

https://gumroad.com/l/nLAap 

Sfulingo 4, 17.7.20 

https://shoptly.com/i/b3qa 

Sfulingo 4 [17.7.2020]  

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08CRPRYYH 

  

https://shoptly.com/i/b3po
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08CRFBYQT
https://gumroad.com/l/nLAap
https://shoptly.com/i/b3qa
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08CRPRYYH
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Pikatron July 2019 Critique 

By Sharmishtha Basu 
 

The newsletter starts with a gorgeous fractal that looks like a tree, all glowing 

like fairy tale world. Next he talks about the new book in his bookcase and 

how it is helping him with his Tamil studies, all the best!  

 

There is a beautiful, calm photograph of a fountain after this section.  

 

Next there is a a short description of Kalsiri timescale, very short and with 

that this month’s newsletter finishes, leaving me hungry for next one! 

 

You can get this beautiful newsletter for free, drop a line to Troy 

@https://troythulu.net he will gift it to you. 
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10 horror movies I absolutely hated! 
 

If I keep watching more of these movies I will become allergic to horror 

movies soon! Just ten of those movies that I feel like writing about, there are 

too many others that I simply deleted after watching for fifteen or twenty 

minutes, then skipping to end to see what happens and deleting. I am simply 

ignoring the “found footage” ones because I loathe them all! There are one or 

two exceptions like Blair Witch project 1. By the way, the part two is in the 

list- 

 

1. Blair witch project 2- They made this movie to butcher the magic that 

was created by the part one. 

2. Slender man- I don’t know why they made this movie! 

3. Amityville prison- Almost all movies revolving around Amityville are 

horrible, this one is simply the worst amongst the ones I have tried. 

4. La Illorna, the one from conjuring house of movies- They are trying to 

convince that Conjuring 1, Insidious 1 and Sinister 1 were accidental 

masterpieces. 

5.  VHS 1  

6. …and VHS 2 – one have to really loose around hinges to watch these 

movies! 

7. New Nightmare on the Elm Street- why did they make it? 

8. Goodnight mommy. 

9. Split 

10. Silent hill revelations – it was again shot to murder the first part! 

 

There are many others, these are the ones that came to mind! The crown goes 

to the series X Files though, as it is not a movie I added it in the end. 
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INDIAN RAGA 

NOW 
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INDIAN RAGA NOW 

Amirbai Karnataki 

 
 

Another amazing talent of black and white Hindi movie era, I really love the 

style and expertise of these artists. They did not churned out songs like 

routine job, in place of that they gave songs the touch of class. 

 

I stumbled upon very few songs by her in YouTube and enjoyed them. Have 

fun! These were the real singers to me! I don’t know if there is another Amir 

Bai she sang in 1940s. 

 

Do share your views after checking out her songs. 
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SPOTLIGHT ON- Glenn Campbell  
 

 
 

Born: 22 April 1936, Billstown, Arkansas, USA 

Died: 8 August 2017, Nashville, Tennessee, USA  

 

Glen Travis Campbell was born on April 22, 1936, on a family farm between 
Billstown and Delight, Arkansas. The son of Wesley, a sharecropper, and 
Carrie Dell, Campbell was one of 12 children. The family faced financial hard 
times—all the Campbell children pitched in to help pick cotton—but they 
were extremely musical, and Glen displayed early promise in that area. At the 
age of 4, his father bought him a $5 Sears and Roebuck guitar; within a few 
years, Campbell was appearing as a paid act and performing guest spots on 
local radio stations. 

 

At age 14, Campbell dropped out of school to embark on a music career. He 
soon joined his uncle Dick Bills as part of the Sandia Mountain Boys, a band 
that enjoyed some success out of New Mexico. In 1958, Campbell put together 
his own group, the Western Wranglers. 

 

Shortly thereafter, Campbell relocated to Los Angeles. He took a job at the 
American Music Company, a small publishing house that employed a staff of 
songwriters. In 1961, at the age of 24, Campbell recorded the single "Turn 
Around, Look at Me." Its modest success caught the attention of Capitol 
Records, which signed the young artist to its roster.  

 

With Capitol, Campbell became known as a skilled session guitarist and 
finger-picker. He worked alongside such chart-topping artists as Elvis Presley, 
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Frank Sinatra, Merle Haggard, Dean Martin, Nat King Cole, the Righteous 
Brothers, and the Monkees, and joined prominent producers Phil Spector and 
Jimmy Bowen for their recordings. Additionally, following Brian Wilson’s 
retreat from the public eye, Campbell was invited to tour with the Beach Boys 
in 1964.  

 

By 1967, Campbell was finally earning acclaim for his own work. "Gentle on 
My Mind" found its way onto both the country and pop charts, and his next 
single, "By the Time I Get to Phoenix," also cracked the Top 40. Early the 
following year, he took home Grammy Awards for his performances on both 
tracks. 

 

Campbell maintained his strong showing on the charts with "Wichita 
Lineman," an effort that propelled him to the dual honor of Entertainer of the 
Year and Male Vocalist of the Year by the Country Music Association in 1968. 
The 1969 release of another major hit, "Galveston," continued to narrow the 
gap between country and pop music. 

 

In 1968, Campbell made a guest appearance on The Joey Bishop Show. The 
Smothers Brothers comedy duo caught the performance and were so taken 
with Campbell, they presented him with the opportunity to co-host The 
Summer Smothers Brothers Show. Campbell's ease, humor and musical skill 
charmed audiences and impressed CBS executives, who offered Campbell his 
own primetime variety show.  

 

Debuting in 1969, The Glen Campbell Goodtime Hour was a combination of 
musical acts, comedy segments and glamorous guest stars. The show, which 
was produced under The Smothers Brothers production label, became a No. 1 
hit in the United States and the U.K., making Campbell an international star. 
Additionally, the singer found success on the big screen, garnering a Golden 
Globe nomination for his performance opposite John Wayne in 1969's True 
Grit.  

 

Campbell's film career stalled shortly after his splash in True Grit, and his 
variety series was cancelled in 1972. However, he triumphantly reaffirmed his 
standing as a crossover music star with "Rhinestone Cowboy," which topped 
the U.S. country and pop charts in 1975. Two years later, he repeated the feat 
with the release of "Southern Nights." 

 

In 2011, Campbell announced that he was suffering from Alzheimer's disease. 
The country legend decided to record more material and hit the road one 
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more time before his condition worsened. Campbell began to experience 
memory problems, as he related to People magazine: "I'm going to be right in 
the middle of a sentence, man—and it just goes." 

 

Campbell released Ghost on the Canvas to warm reviews and enjoyed great 
support from fans during his farewell tour. In February 2012, he was honored 
at the Grammys with the Lifetime Achievement Award. He also participated in 
a special tribute to his music with Blake Shelton and the Band Perry, inspiring 
the audience to rise to their feet and sing along as he performed his signature 
tune "Rhinestone Cowboy." The event was a fitting salute to one of country's 
most influential stars. 

 

Source: Wikipedia article on Glenn Campbell. I am a big fan of this 

artist’s awesome voice and singing but I knew nothing of his life. So I 

simply copied the contents of Wikipedia. 
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Window to West 

Abbott and Costello meet Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde 
 

Abbott and Costello are not the name of the characters in the movies, but the 

actors who played those roles. They must have been great comedians of past 

and I am pretty sure that that fame was well-earned. 

 

I stumbled upon three of their movies recently and they were utterly 

hilarious. In each of them they stumbled upon fantasy characters and gave us 

a good laugh. 

 

The first one of the series was Abbott and Costello meet Dr. Jeckyl and Mr. 

Hyde. Everyone has watched this story on silver screen in various jackets, 

from gruesome to fantastical. This one is most probably my favorite of them.  

 

A neat and clean comedy cum thriller, it is absolutely an awesome watch! 

Check it out if you can and share your notes! 
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My Youtube Channel 
 

I am still learning how to create nice, enjoyable videos  My channel is and 

am very sincerely planning to share some videos in October. There will be at 

least one about Durgapuja, few more may follow:  

 

https://goo.gl/4M1DKw 

 

Few videos there: 

 

holi video 

https://youtu.be/HTj6u8nIY1Q 

 

Agnimalya 

https://youtu.be/3B2kpzzsoUw 

 

SBPnB 

https://youtu.be/towg19ZdBe4 

 

Agnikorak 

https://youtu.be/ZVfOK7FMXW4 

 

Sharmishtha Intro 

https://youtu.be/Qjb4XY9akt0 

 

But most of my time on Youtube is being spent on enjoying works of others. 

There are so many talented people out there! I will be sharing the channels I 

love most in Agnishatdal. 

 

  

https://goo.gl/4M1DKw
https://youtu.be/Qjb4XY9akt0
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Poush Shots 
 

 
 

2 
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3 

 

 
 

4 
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Story Time 
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Pieces from SBPnB in Patreon 

https://patreon.com/sharmishthabasu 
 

The key 

5.3.13 

ONE 

 

It arrived a month after his father’s death. In an envelope without any sender’s 

name! The envelope contained only one thing- A key of strange shape, huge 

one too, rugged with age. 

 

He toyed with it for a while then tossed it in the drawer of his study table and 

simply forgot. 

 

Next month a letter arrived, in his father’s handwriting. 

 

Dear Son, 

 

Hope you have not thrown away the key sent to you last month. If you are 

reading this letter that means I am dead and you are ready for the travel. 

 

We are the keepers. Keepers of a secret from generation to generation! Our 

family was relocated to these provinces for this one reason. 

 

You must be wondering about the lock of that key. Go to the basement, to the 

eastern wall’s northern corner. Take a scale with you and start to measure 

from floor, three feet up, turn to the northern wall and go another three feet- 

you won’t miss the small bump, it’s the only one, now carefully remove it with 

the scale- its soft, plaster of Paris… you will get the keyhole under it. 

 

Remember one thing son, if you like the life you are leading now, don’t want to 

change it then don’t go to basement. If you want to change forever then go 

there and open the door. 

 

With much love! 

Your father. 

 

He dug in the drawer and fished out the key then sat there playing with it.  

 

https://patreon.com/sharmishthabasu
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He was a graduate, working in a small business house, earning enough for a 

good life, and if he desires a family of his own. 

 

But he did not have a lover and was not desperate to have one, or a wife, 

family… the final sentence of his father’s letter was too tempting! 

 

He picked up a scale from the table and started to walk down the stairs of the 

basement. His father spent most of his time there, he often teased him told 

him that “You run some macabre experiment there hiding from the world. 

Someday a monster will come charging out of that basement or police come 

crashing our front door.” 

 

The old man laughed hard, heartily with a twinkle in his eyes. 

 

He did not have any memories of his mother; there was no question of having 

that. She passed away during childbirth. His father brought him up with 

utmost tenderness and love. 

 

The basement was not a dingy, stale affair, there were windows that allowed 

plenty of light and air, and the rest was done with modern equipments like 

exhaust fan. 

 

It was his father’s living quarter- his bedroom, library, a small kitchen plus 

toilet. Apart from that a little laboratory stuffed with chemicals- known and 

unknown. 

 

Discovering the keyhole was not a problem at all, the plaster of Paris was 

fresh and soft most probably his father opened it a few days before his death. 

 

He paused for a few minutes, took a deep breath and inserted the key in the 

keyhole. 

 

TWO 

 

There was a passage on the other side of the door, underground tunnel, damp, 

he could not locate the source of light but there was light, dim like sun through 

thick fog. 
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He started walking, once he thought about returning because he just entered 

the tunnel without any preparation, wearing his pajamas and slippers. But 

curiosity got better of him and he walked forward. 

 

The tunnel ended on the bank of a stream, he did not know there was a river 

or canal in their locality! He grew up here! Then he remembered he was under 

ground, so the tunnel might have taken him lower into the ground and he 

might be standing on the bank of some underground river, rivulet, whatever! 

But what was the source of that light? 

 

Looking up he noticed an overcast sky, it was either cloud or fog, and the sun 

was behind it! Was he dreaming? 

 

It was barely ten in the night when he entered the passage. He decided to play 

along and see what happens! 

 

There was a small boat tied to a pole. He decided he will go back and grab 

some thing and think for a while before resuming the journey. 

 

He started walking towards the tunnel but the mouth was gone, where was 

the exit?  

 

After long, futile search he remembered his father’s words, there was only one 

direction left, he returned to the boat. 

 

There was a notebook in that boat, in a plastic wrap. 

 

“Don’t give up son, there is way back to our world, but to return there you will 

have to find the key and go to the right door.” 

 

“Don’t worry you will get a guide on the other side of the river, and the 

necessary directions too.” 

 

He started rowing the boat, glad that he knew boating. Well, his father taught 

him many things, out of the box things! How to boat, fence, travel without 

modern gadgets like google map! Apart from that mountaineering, horse-

riding, swimming…. He was also a black-belt in Karate. 
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The fog was lifting and he could see the other side. It was full of trees and 

bushes, beautiful, green and magical. 

 

There was a wooden jetty almost exactly opposite to him, someone was 

standing there, his guide? 

 

He reached the jetty and the woman stretched her hand to help him. It was a 

woman! A very attractive one too! She was wearing her sari like warrior 

women of middle age did. Her hair was in one thick plait, tucked in her waist-

band. That looked pure gold. 

 

“I am Rudrakshi.” She smiled. “You must be Srijit uncle’s son. Can’t be anyone 

else! I hope so! Hello Tamojit!” 

 

“You know my name?” he smiled back. 

 

“Lot more! Your father loved you dearly and talked about you all the time.” 

She smiled. She had a very beautiful smile, a perfect mouth, small teeth and 

bronzed complexion. Her figure and movements told him she was of athletic 

disposition. Most probably her father too taught her the same things that his 

father taught him. 

 

A small bungalow popped up from the fog. 

 

Rest in Patreon….. 

 

It is from this month’s Issue (of patreon) become my patron to read it. If 

you want to buy the ones in Shoptly:  

 

SBPnB 
Price:  $1 

 

SBPnB is a book of illustrations mainly but at present it is all about stories.  

As you can guess from the name the priority has been given to the illustrator 

inside me! I love to paint and this is the book through which I am sharing my 

paintings with you. So paintings will return real soon. 
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Sometimes you will get them with quotes, sometimes with poems or flash 

fictions. But whatever will be there the size of the words will be quite short, so 

that each post’s length is one page. Sometimes they may get longer but not 

necessarily! 

 

You will have to check out a few copies to get the feel. Just like Agnimalya the 

genre of the poems/stories will be versatile. Once in a blue moon you may get 

a book centered on certain topic or emotion! 

 

You can buy the book directly or indirectly. Directly from patreon/shoptly by 

becoming my patron there or from paypal by simply buying and downloading 

from there! In case of paypal do add the name of the book in comment or 

email me (sermistabasu@gmail.com) with the name of the book you have paid 

for, with payment details. 

 

https://www.paypal.me/sharmishthabasu 

https://patreon.com/sharmishthabasu 

https://shoptly.com/sharmishthabasu 

 

SBPnB Book 1-11: The entire list is at the end of the book. 

 

Author unravels her future plans: 

 

Lately I am trying to smoothly distribute my time between writing, 

painting, editing, blogging, working on my books in Kindle, 

shoptly+gumroad and of course my Ezines. Sort of juggling all of them 

well till now and the year is almost over. 

 

Am planning to change my patreon pledges next year, 2021, will replace 

Agnijaat and Agnishatdal with photography and painting booklets. What 

do you think about it? 

 

The annual issues were published on 17th July, the fourth annual issues! 

 

Most announcements will show up in: 
https://agnijashatadalam.wordpress.com 

https://agnijashatadalama.wordpress.com 

https://agnijashatadalama.blogspot.in 

mailto:sermistabasu@gmail.com
https://www.paypal.me/sharmishthabasu
https://patreon.com/sharmishthabasu
https://shoptly.com/sharmishthabasu
https://agnijashatadalama.wordpress.com/
https://agnijashatadalama.wordpress.com/
https://agnijashatadalama.blogspot.in/
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https://www.facebook.com/agnijashatadalama 

 

If you like something there and want to buy them directly via paypal or 

shoptly (or Amazon): 

https://www.paypal.me/sharmishthabasu  

and 

https://shoptly.com/sharmishthabasu 

https://www.amazon.com/author/sharmishthabasu 

or indirectly buy Agnimalya, coming kingdom and Sharmishtha 

Basu’s Pen and Brush, Agnishatdal, Agnijaat from patreon by 

becoming my patrons there: https://patreon.com/sharmishthabasu 

(You will get all five for $5 patronage per month) 
 

The books I have republished in Amazon, since January 2018 at lesser 

prices  

 

February 2020 

The Lotus of Fire 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00o8m3o5e 

A bouquet of wild flowers 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00RF97HXW 

April 2020 

Moments from the Journey 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00W5VIDHE 

Butterflies from life's garden 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/b00w6tgly2 

Black Mist And Other Stories 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00ontgsbe 

Tell Me A Story 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00p2bnl8a 

Lucifer's liegemen- Kingmaker 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/b0876w7xbw 

May 2020 

The child of woods $1.08 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00QK1XD66 

spirits of darkness and light $1.08 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00QK1XHTY 

https://www.facebook.com/agnijashatadalama
https://www.paypal.me/sharmishthabasu
https://payhip.com/sharmishthabasu
https://www.amazon.com/author/sharmishthabasu
https://patreon.com/sharmishthabasu
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00o8m3o5e
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00RF97HXW
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00W5VIDHE
http://www.amazon.com/dp/b00w6tgly2
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00ontgsbe
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00p2bnl8a
https://www.amazon.com/dp/b0876w7xbw
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00QK1XD66
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00QK1XHTY
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JUNE 2020 

The bridge of her dreams 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00QK117J6 

The prisoner of sand castle 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00QK1X4AG 

Waves that became songs Price: Kin $1.07 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00WNZ63Z6 

Melodies from moonlit nights Price: Kin $1.07 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00WTXA11O 

Myriad colours of earth  

https://www.amazon.com/dp/b0105jpae6 

Wildflowers in bed of rocks  

https://www.amazon.com/dp/b0105j2jfe 

July 2020 

Agnidal 4, 17.7.20 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08CRFBYQT 

Sfulingo 4 [17.7.2020]  

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08CRPRYYH 

SEPTEMBER 2019 

When the clouds dance 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/b0105j2jko 

Of dreams and reality 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/b0105jdvh4 

Myriad colours of earth 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/b0105jpae6 

Wildflowers in bed of rocks 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/b0105j2jfe 

October 2020 

the heart beats on 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/b00ztn8z1e 

crystal eyes 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00QK11F3O 

 

  

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00QK117J6
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00QK1X4AG
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00WNZ63Z6
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00WTXA11O
https://www.amazon.com/dp/b0105jpae6
https://www.amazon.com/dp/b0105j2jfe
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08CRFBYQT
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08CRPRYYH
https://www.amazon.com/dp/b0105j2jko
https://www.amazon.com/dp/b0105jdvh4
https://www.amazon.com/dp/b0105jpae6
https://www.amazon.com/dp/b0105j2jfe
https://www.amazon.com/dp/b00ztn8z1e
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00QK11F3O
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Sakat Chauth 
1.2.21 

 
 

Krishna Paksha Chaturthi is dedicated to Lord Ganesha and devotees observe 

sankashti chaturthi fasting on each Krishna Paksha Chaturthi. However 

Krishna Paksha Chaturthi during month of Magh is also observed as Sakat 

Chauth and it is observed mainly in North Indian states. Sakat Chauth is 

dedicated to Goddess Sakat and women observe fasting on the very same day 

for well-being of their sons. The legend of Sakat Chauth describes 

compassionate nature of Goddess Sakat. 

 

There is Sakat village in Rajasthan and it has temple dedicated to Goddess 

Sankat. The deity is famous as Sankat Chauth Mata. This temple is about 60 

K.M. from Alwar and 150 K.M. from Jaipur, the state capital of Rajasthan. One 

can visit Sakat Mata Temple to get more information on Sakat Goddess. 

 

On Sakat Chauth Lord Ganesha is also worshipped. Worshipping Lord Ganesha 

on this day brings happiness and prosperity. 

 

Sakat Chauth is also known as Sankat Chauth, Til-Kuta Chauth, Vakra-Tundi 

Chaturthi and Maghi Chauth. 
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Theme for Magh- Gargoyle 
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Four 
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Six: 
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Seven:  
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Agnishatdal 

 

 
` 

Let her be, with time she will bloom like a magnificent lotus. 

Spread her warmth, beauty and fragrance to those who will 

know her, respect her, love her and try not to violate her. 

Let her fire keep her, save and illuminate her, let her lotus 
spread beauty, fragrance all around her.  

The warmth of love, light of wisdom, knowledge! Beauty of 

creativity and fragrance of peace become her more and more. 

May her journey be blessed and divine! 
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Agnishatdal 
Agnishatdal is Agnijaat’s twin sister, she was the planned one, a group 

magazine blessed by wisest persons by their creations. As their huge 

contribution was overflowing her little basket Agnijaat took birth, to help her. It 

will contain only my works, that is the creator of these twins, Sharmishtha 

Basu. Hope they both will be blessed by the world, the universe and readers! 
The creative group of Agnishatdal : 

Troy David Loy 

https://kestalusrealm.wordpress.com 

Dominic A.Collucci 

https://zendom777.wixsite.com/mysite-2 

Raghunandan Kuppuswamy 

https://ksriranga.wordpress.com 

Brieuc Martin Onraet 

https://equinoxio21.wordpress.com 

Pat Ritter: 

http://www.patritter.com.au 

Brendan 

https:/paddypiccasso.wordpresss.com 

Saparchi 

Labanya 

Citizen Null 

Bitter Pill 

Sharmishtha Basu 

https://agnijaat.wordpress.com 
  

https://kestalusrealm.wordpress.com/
https://ksriranga.wordpress.com/
https://equinoxio21.wordpress.com/
http://www.patritter.com.au/
https://agnijaat.wordpress.com/
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Agnishatdal Poush 1427 December 2020 

( https://shoptly.com/sharmishthabasu ) 

Critique by SB 
 

Agnishatdal Poush 1427, December 2020 

https://gumroad.com/l/yjTMY  

https://shoptly.com/i/b28b 

 

By your good old editor! Few words about the works of my much 

cherished authors. So the critiques will be honest, short and sweet!  

 

Sheeter rod by Labanya: What a beauty. The winter sun is delicious! 

 

Of drum-rolls and Indians by saptarchi: Harsh, sincere truths by Saptarchi. It 

is sad how the loudest drums subdue truth in every country! 

 

Fogline  by Brieuc Martin Onraet 8: Loved the way human body parts were 

described by the angel. 

 

A secret revealed by Raghunandan Kuppuswamy: Beautiful and heartwarming 

piece. 

 

Gods of Terra by Troy David Loy: Sneak peek behind the curtains of Gods of 

Terra. 

 

Heaven takes a trip… by Dom Collucci: priceless poem, just loved it. 

 

Bitter Pill dose 38 by Bitter Pill: Secular India 5: There is no denial of the truth 

that the politicians have turned Hindus into the thugs they are now. We don’t 

want fanatics of any type! 

 

Energy by Brendan: Heartwarming and beautifully written. One heart looking 

for another. 

 

The Tilbaroo station  by Pat Ritters 5: I am really enjoying these pieces from 

the lives of the newly-weds! Great pieces Pat. 
  

 

https://shoptly.com/sharmishthabasu
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I believe that will be it for my critique as an editor, you will have to  read 

the rest in Ezine. Of course there is truckloads of more works there! 
 

  

Agnishatdal Poush 1427 December 2020 

( https://shoptly.com/sharmishthabasu ) 

Critique by Labanya 
 

Agnishatdal Poush 1427, December 2020 

https://gumroad.com/l/yjTMY  

https://shoptly.com/i/b28b 

 

Hi friends, let us begin! 

 

Poush issue begins with tribute to Ramanuja, I have only heard his name, now 

I know a bit about him. 

 

Of drum-rolls and Indians by saptarchi: Harsh, sincere truths. 

 

Fogline  by Brieuc Martin Onraet 8: Another hilarious piece of an angel 

explaining human body as a lab rat’s features! 

 

A secret revealed by Raghunandan Kuppuswamy: Well, with sons like them he 

should feel blessed not angry!  

 

Gods of Terra by Troy David Loy: Background story on Gods of Terra, quite an 

interesting piece. 

 

Heaven takes a trip… by Dom Collucci: beautiful poetry by a truly gifted poet. 

 

Bitter Pill dose 38 by Bitter Pill: Secular India 5: Valid points again, Hindus 

should stop being thugs and Indian politicians should start treating them like 

equals with followers of other religions, neither superior nor inferior. 

 

Energy by Brendan: Beautiful piece, a piece about a soul looking for soulmate.  

 

https://shoptly.com/sharmishthabasu
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The Tilbaroo station  by Pat Ritters 5: Another cute installment of the life of 

newlyweds. 

 

Treats:  

 

Lovely greeting Sharmishtha! 

 

5 lovely shots- these too are from Agni’s November photography loved them 

all. 

 

This month Linkedin Requests shares few more requests worth checking out 

[by authors]. 

 

The proposition by Pat Ritter: Sounds like new type of story. 

 

Pikatron by Troy David Loy sounds like a great reading material with fractals 

as added beauty! 

 

SBs’ book in amazon, The bridge of her dreams- sounds like an interesting 

read. 

 

Star of the Month Kanan devi- She is another legend of old times, will check 

out her videos in YouTube. Have heard one or two already! 

 

Star of West Whoopy Goldberg:  Just love this actress. 

 

Star of east Nanda- She was a priceless gem. So beautiful, sweet and elegant! 

 

Youtubia-Vinod Dua- He is great! 

 

Minutes Together: interesting story from mythology. 

 

Loved the Bengali poem and the hindi poem both. Thank you for adding my 

work sheeter rod in your ezine Agni. 

 

Kuvera- It was a cute story about a man getting jealous of Goddess Durga. 

 

TnW- good suggestion! 
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Scaredy Stick- Good question! 

 

The sketches all through the ezine were pretty, very colourful and lovely. 

 

That is it I guess! See you again next month, and thank you Agni/Sharmishtha 

for translating my works! 

 

Yours sincerely, 

Labanya 

 

 

Agnijaat Poush 1427 December 2020 

( https://shoptly.com/sharmishthabasu ) 

https://gumroad.com/sharmishthabasu 

Critique by Labanya 
 

Agnijaat Poush 1427, December 2020 

https://gumroad.com/l/Vvffb 

https://shoptly.com/i/b28a 

 

Agnijaat Poush begins with christmas greeting, a cute greeting of which we 

Indians know almost nothing, we never hang our stockings on Christmas eve 

or whenever they are hung, to most of us Christmas is synonymous to cakes 

and pastries!  Wish you all a very blessed 2021! 

 

Indie Author Speaks: four good tips for Indie authors, to be a successful indie 

author you have to work hard! Talent, luck and toil will certainly take you to 

high places. 

 

FTQFS: True words about single life. It is made hard by society but if you can 

ignore it or rise above it, you are in heaven! 

 

Techbabble: I never noticed this part of camera vs. smartphone photography, 

they do never talk about the “zoom”, that is a huge advantage of cameras if 

you ask me. Way too huge! 

 

https://shoptly.com/sharmishthabasu
https://gumroad.com/sharmishthabasu
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Corona diaries 4: It is really scary to realize how lie and liars are controlling 

this country now. Rapidly and steadily they are taking the country to hell and 

Indians being themselves are sitting on the couch and watching the decline. 

 

SOS: Absolutely! Take out some time to do the things you love! 

 

Intriguing Tales: Light- Ah we grew up hearing the story of Mother Goddess 

Durga’s birth, and we never grow tired of this story. It is priceless! 

 

History of India: Interesting piece from India’s past. 

 

My Pen: wake up India 4: Indian opposition was never good, it was not good 

when Congress ruled the roost, and it is miserable when BJP is ruling the 

roost. They are pathetic. India should have gone for a bi-party system like 

USA, that might have saved the public from parties popping up like jack in the 

box and destroying the political system of the country. 

 

Fun and Frolic section: 

 

The shearer by Pat Ritter: Sounds like an interesting story about shearer’s 

strike of Australia. This one was an unfamiliar term!  

 

Urania’s table 2: Sounds like an interesting sci-fi story, the kind many of us 

love, ah, wont I love to travel through the universe and visit new planets! 

 

Pikatron June 2019 critique by Editor: Will have to get the newsletter from 

Troy or Agni. 

 

Bad PRO: Honestly if people watch movies and believe in them, most of them 

will not visit middle-east or USA, or dream of settling in any of these two 

countries!  

 

Indian Raga Now: 

 

Rajkumari- She sang like a nightingale, found a few of her songs in YouTube. 

 

SPOTLIGHT ON- Roger Whittaker- What a voice, what a singer! I really 

loved the lyrics of quite a few of his songs. 
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Window to West – Dracula dead and loving it: This one is an utterly 

hilarious movie! Just loved watching it, watched it twice already! 

 

Agrahayan Shots: Five beautiful shots from home-front, they are lovely. 

 

Youtube channel: Already checked them all out. 

 

Storytime: haiku from Patreon: This time a poem, a haiku for a change, 

about life. 

 

Christmas:  I will someday love to attend a full Christmas celebration, starting 

from scratch to end.  

 

Theme: Centaur- Seven cute paintings. 

 

The cartoon Mr Stick: The story continues. Now our “servants” are looking 

the other way when farmers are dying under the open sky right in front of 

their noses. That includes our “head servant”! Where is this country heading? 

 

In the end quite enjoyed the Ezine, and its colourful sketches/paintings 

especially they are refreshing and pretty! 

 

That is it I guess! See you again next month, and thank you Agni/Sharmishtha 

for translating my works! 

 

Yours sincerely, 

Labanya 
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Fir Milenge (Till we meet again) 
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Fir Milenge (Till we meet again) 
 

Hope you kept my request in mind while reading Agnijaat, that these articles, 

poems, stories (most) are based on my personal experience, it can’t reflect the 

entire nation, it can reflect only the world in which I am living. That may be full 

of angels or infested with demons. All I can promise is truth of my tiny bubble, 

universe, world, or what I believe is true there. 

 

Do try to believe in what I believe, two persons rarely fit into the same pair of 

shoes, and if they do, there is no guarantee that they will follow the same path- 

step by step, meet the same scenarios too. So, read with open mind, and 

always believe what your heart, judgment asks you to. 

 

Hope you picked up some flowers and fruits for yourself from this little garden. 

See you again next month, on 1st Falgun 1427, that will be 14th February 2021, 

first day of next Bengali month with another bouquet of Indian flowers and 

thorns too…. Ignore the thorns and enjoy the lotus. 

 

STORE 

https://agnijashatadalam.wordpress.com  

https://agnijashatadalama.wordpress.com  

https://agnijashatadalama.blogspot.in 

https://www.paypal.me/sharmishthabasu 

https://www.patreon.com/sharmishthabasu 

https://www.gumroad.com/sharmishthabasu 

https://shoptly.com/sharmishthabasu 

Website 

https://agnijaat.wordpress.com, 
official email id  
agnijaat@hotmail.com  
but send a copy to  
sermistabasu@gmail.com or sharmishthabasu@hotmail.com for 

prompter response. 
Goodreads Group: https://www.goodreads.com/group/show/200142-

sharmishtha-basu-s-indie-adda 

https://agnijashatadalam.wordpress.com/
https://agnijashatadalama.wordpress.com/
https://agnijashatadalama.blogspot.in/
https://www.patreon.com/sharmishthabasu
https://www.gumroad.com/sharmishthabasu
https://payhip.com/sharmishthabasu
https://agnijaat.wordpress.com/
mailto:agnijaat@hotmail.com
mailto:sermistabasu@gmail.com
mailto:sharmishthabasu@hotmail.com
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A big thanks 

 

I will love to thank these people/sites from heart - 
My friends for sharing their priceless works (in 

Agnishatdal). 
 

Wikipedia, vedpuran.wordpress.com, 
Drikpanchang.com, coloursofindia.com, 

goheritage.com,  for information. 
 

Google for information and  models for my 
illustrations (some). 

 
My graduation history book writer Dr. Atul  Chandra 
Roy, Romila Thapar and Dr. Bimal Malhotra and Dr. 
Eugene J. D’Souza, M. Parineeta for writing books 
that will be quite a study material for me as I create 
and develop my twins to their full glory. 

 
Finally to the readers and readers to be, ethose who 

will join the team in Agnishatdal or read Agnijaat and 
especially those who will like them and honour, 

encourage the creator by subscribing. 
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR  

By (Troy David Loy @ www.amazon.com/author/troyloy) 

 

 
 

Sharmishtha Basu is a prolific writer, digital painter, blogger, and current 

resident of Kolkata, West Bengal, India. She has written an astonishing 

number of poems, stories, and commentary on things Indian over the years. 

She authors and moderates quite a handful of blogs. She has produced a wide 

range of images to illustrate her works, and has published a set of illustrated 

and non-illustrated books in Kindle, Shoptly and justfiction-edition.com. 

 

  With a fertile imagination and keen understanding of social issues in India 

and thereabouts, her writings encompass such genres as culture, politics, 

fantasy, science fiction, horror, and matters of the heart. She is the creator and 

moderator of the twin eZines, Agnishatdal and Agnijaat, and continues her 

writing and painting unimpeded by those things that would discourage lesser 

creators of words and images. 

 

  She is currently keeps herself busy on hours of writing, reading, and creating 

evocative images. Tirelessly working on writing and painting projects, she 

spends much of her time immersed in music while painting, and it shows in 

the colorful results of her artistry, and writing. 

 

If you want her newsletter agnijshatadalama write to her, and do mention in 

the subject line that you want her to add your name in the mailing list!  

 

Her social media mumbo-jumbo for you: 

Wordpress: 

https://agnijaat.wordpress.com 

http://www.amazon.com/author/troyloy
https://agnijaat.wordpress.com/
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Email id 

agnijaat@hotmail.com 

agnijaat2016@gmail.com 

If you want to join her friend circle, reader circle: 

Youtube: 

https://goo.gl/4M1DKw 

Wordpress: 

https://agnijaat.wordpress.com 

https://agnishatdal.wordpress.com 

linkedin: 

https://in.linkedin.com/in/authorsharmishthabasu (IF you want me to 

join your linked in group send the invite from your linked in profile to mine) 

For directly or indirectly buying her creations: 

https://www.amazon.com/author/sharmishthabasu 

https://www.paypal.me/sharmishthabasu 

https://www.patreon.com/sharmishthabasu 

https://gumroad.com/sharmishthabasu 

https://shoptly.com/sharmishthabasu 

Wordpress: 

https://agnijashatadalam.wordpress.com 

Blogspot: 

https://agnijashatadalama.blogspot.in 

 

If you want my work for your magazine, publishing company, blog (as a guest 

blogger/author/illustrator) feel free to contact me and make me happy. You wil 

get the list of the books in my shoptly bookstore in the end of book. 

  

mailto:agnijaat@hotmail.com
mailto:agnijaat2016@gmail.com
https://goo.gl/4M1DKw
https://agnijaat.wordpress.com/
https://agnishatdal.wordpress.com/
https://in.linkedin.com/in/authorsharmishthabasu
https://www.amazon.com/author/sharmishthabasu
https://www.paypal.me/sharmishthabasu
https://www.patreon.com/sharmishthabasu
https://gumroad.com/sharmishthabasu
https://payhip.com/sharmishthabasu
https://agnijashatadalam.wordpress.com/
https://agnijashatadalama.blogspot.in/
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Agnijaat- Fireborn 
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Scaredystick 

21 
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Circle… it never ends.. 

 

 

 
 

Wish you all a healthy, happy Magh! 

See you in Falgun again! Be safe, stay well and happy! 

Be blessed and loved! 

Now and forever! 
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SHOPTLY BOOKS 

IN 
https://shoptly.com/sharmishthabasu 

 

https://shoptly.com/sharmishthabasu
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BOOKS IN SHOPTLY (1.1.21) 
http://Shoptly.com/sharmishthabasu 

Saraswati 

https://shoptly.com/i/roq 

Seven 

https://shoptly.com/i/ror 

Seventeen 

https://shoptly.com/i/ros 

Trishakti 

https://shoptly.com/i/z7v 

Sharmishtha Basu's Sketch Book 1 Sun 

https://shoptly.com/i/5t2 

Sharmishtha Basu's Sketch Book 2 Water 

https://shoptly.com/i/5tp 

soulagni and Agni 17.7.2019 

https://shoptly.com/i/5tr 

AGNIKORAK 

Agnikorak Book 1 

https://shoptly.com/i/vkj 

Agnikorak Book 2 

https://shoptly.com/i/vkk 

Agnikorak Book 3 

https://shoptly.com/i/vkm 

Agnikorak Book 4 

https://shoptly.com/i/vkn 

Agnikorak Book 5 

https://shoptly.com/i/vko 

Agnikorak Book 6 

https://shoptly.com/i/vkc 

Agnikorak Book 7 

https://shoptly.com/i/vk9 

Agnikorak 8 Summer Serenade 

https://shoptly.com/i/fdx 

AGNIMALYA 

Agnimalya Book 1 

https://shoptly.com/i/vma 

Agnimalya Book 2 

https://shoptly.com/i/vmb 

Agnimalya Book 3 

https://shoptly.com/i/vm3 

Agnimalya Book 4 

https://shoptly.com/i/vmt 

Agnimalya Book 5 

https://shoptly.com/i/vmu 

Agnimalya Book 6 

https://shoptly.com/i/vmv 

agnimalya book 7 an adult love story 

https://shoptly.com/i/p2b 

 

http://shoptly.com/sharmishthabasu
https://shoptly.com/i/roq
https://shoptly.com/i/ror
https://shoptly.com/i/ros
https://shoptly.com/i/z7v
https://shoptly.com/i/5t2
https://shoptly.com/i/5tp
https://shoptly.com/i/5tr
https://shoptly.com/i/vkj
https://shoptly.com/i/vkk
https://shoptly.com/i/vkm
https://shoptly.com/i/vkn
https://shoptly.com/i/vko
https://shoptly.com/i/vkc
https://shoptly.com/i/vk9
https://shoptly.com/i/fdx
https://shoptly.com/i/vma
https://shoptly.com/i/vmb
https://shoptly.com/i/vm3
https://shoptly.com/i/vmt
https://shoptly.com/i/vmu
https://shoptly.com/i/vmv
https://shoptly.com/i/p2b
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Agnimalya Book 8 The Tower 

https://shoptly.com/i/qeg 

Agnimalya Book 9 The Soul Devourers 

https://shoptly.com/i/ro2 

Agnimalya book 10 Tall tales of fair folks 1  

https://shoptly.com/i/fdy 

Agnimalya Book 11 Tall tales of fair folks 2 

https://shoptly.com/i/gyh 

Agnimalya book 12 Ye Have Been Warned 1 June 2019 

https://shoptly.com/i/hod 

Agnimalya book 13 Ye Have Been Warned 2 June 2019 

https://shoptly.com/i/hoj 

Agnimalya book 14, They always come! 

https://shoptly.com/i/5tu 

Agnimalya Book 15 Urania's table 1 

https://shoptly.com/i/95y 

Agnimalya Book 16 Urania's table 2 

https://shoptly.com/i/bat3 

SBPnB 

SBPnB Book 1 

https://shoptly.com/i/vm2 

SBPnB Book 2 

https://shoptly.com/i/vmp 

SBPnB Book 3 

https://shoptly.com/i/vmq 

SBPnB Book 4 

https://shoptly.com/i/vmr 

SBPnB Book 5 

https://shoptly.com/i/qei 

SBPnB Book 6 - beautiful dreams 

https://shoptly.com/i/gy5 

Sharmishtha Basu's Pen n Brush Book 7 

https://shoptly.com/i/bb7c 

Sharmishtha Basu's Pen n Brush Book 8 

https://shoptly.com/i/bb79 

Sharmishtha Basu's Pen n Brush Book 9 

https://shoptly.com/i/bbwa 

Sharmishtha Basu's Pen n Brush Book 10 

https://shoptly.com/i/bbwb 

Sharmishtha Basu's Pen n Brush Book 11 

https://shoptly.com/i/bbw3 

AGNIJAAT 

Agnijaat Magh, january 

https://shoptly.com/i/vms 

Agnijaat Falgun, February 

https://shoptly.com/i/vm7 

Agnijaat Chaitra, March 

https://shoptly.com/i/vwz 

  

https://shoptly.com/i/qeg
https://shoptly.com/i/ro2
https://shoptly.com/i/fdy
https://shoptly.com/i/gyh
https://shoptly.com/i/hod
https://shoptly.com/i/hoj
https://shoptly.com/i/5tu
https://shoptly.com/i/95y
https://shoptly.com/i/bat3
https://shoptly.com/i/vm2
https://shoptly.com/i/vmp
https://shoptly.com/i/vmq
https://shoptly.com/i/vmr
https://shoptly.com/i/qei
https://shoptly.com/i/gy5
https://shoptly.com/i/bb7c
https://shoptly.com/i/bb79
https://shoptly.com/i/bbwa
https://shoptly.com/i/bbwb
https://shoptly.com/i/bbw3
https://shoptly.com/i/vms
https://shoptly.com/i/vm7
https://shoptly.com/i/vwz
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Agnijaat Boisakh, April 

https://shoptly.com/i/24b 

agnijaat jyeshtha 1425, may 2018 

https://shoptly.com/i/pv9 

Agnijaat Book 5 

https://shoptly.com/i/vmw 

Agnijaat Book 6 

https://shoptly.com/i/pvo 

Agnijaat Ashar 1425 

https://shoptly.com/i/qee 

Agnijaat Shraban 1425 

https://shoptly.com/i/rov 

sfulingo  [Annual Digest 2018] 

https://shoptly.com/i/ro7 

Agnijaat Bhadra 1425, August 2018 

https://shoptly.com/i/746 

agnijaat Ashwin 1425, September 2018 

https://shoptly.com/i/xyy 

Agnijaat Book 7 - Durgapuja 1425 

https://shoptly.com/i/y8y 

Agnijaat Kartik 1425, October 2018 

https://shoptly.com/i/x9t 

Agnijaat Agrahayan 1425, November 2018 

https://shoptly.com/i/zc8 

Agnijaat Poush 1425, December 2018 

https://shoptly.com/i/1m8 

Agnijaat Magh 1425, January 2019 

https://shoptly.com/i/863 

Agnijaat Book 8, Saraswatipuja 1425 

https://shoptly.com/i/4xg 

Agnijaat Falgun 1425, February 2019 

https://shoptly.com/i/4jx 

Agnijaat Chaitra 1425, March 2019 

https://shoptly.com/i/ex3 

Agnijaat Boisakh 1425, April 2019 

https://shoptly.com/i/fq5 

Agnijaat Book 9, 25she boisakh 1426, 7th May 2019 

https://shoptly.com/i/gu5 

Agnijaat Jyeshtha 1426, May 2019 

https://shoptly.com/i/gyg 

Agnijaat Ashar 1426, June 2019 

https://shoptly.com/i/ho6 

Agnijaat Shraban 1426, July 2019 

https://shoptly.com/i/5tt 

Sfulingo Illustrated 3, 17.7.2019 

https://shoptly.com/i/5tq 

Agnijaat Bhadra 1426, August 2019 

https://shoptly.com/i/6pe 

  

https://shoptly.com/i/24b
https://shoptly.com/i/pv9
https://shoptly.com/i/vmw
https://shoptly.com/i/pvo
https://shoptly.com/i/qee
https://shoptly.com/i/rov
https://shoptly.com/i/ro7
https://shoptly.com/i/746
https://shoptly.com/i/xyy
https://shoptly.com/i/y8y
https://shoptly.com/i/x9t
https://shoptly.com/i/zc8
https://shoptly.com/i/1m8
https://shoptly.com/i/863
https://shoptly.com/i/4xg
https://shoptly.com/i/4jx
https://shoptly.com/i/ex3
https://shoptly.com/i/fq5
https://shoptly.com/i/gu5
https://shoptly.com/i/gyg
https://shoptly.com/i/ho6
https://shoptly.com/i/5tt
https://shoptly.com/i/5tq
https://shoptly.com/i/6pe
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Agnijaat Ashwin 1426, September2019 

https://shoptly.com/i/dfu 

Agnijaat 10th Quarterly Durgapuja 2019 1426 

https://shoptly.com/i/jbh 

Agnijaat Kartik 1426, October 2019 

https://shoptly.com/i/jo7 

Agnijaat Agrahayan 1426, November 2019 

https://shoptly.com/i/kjo 

Agnijaat Poush 1426, December 2019 

https://shoptly.com/i/mom 

Agnijaat Magh 1426, January 2020 

https://shoptly.com/i/nir 

agnijaat book 11, saraswatipuja 2020 

https://shoptly.com/i/oay 

Agnijaat Falgun 1426, February 2020 

https://shoptly.com/i/owg 

Agnijaat Chaitra 1426, March 2020 

https://shoptly.com/i/cwo 

Agnijaat Boisakh 1427, April 2020 

https://shoptly.com/i/958 

Agnijaat Jyeshtha 1427, May 2020 

https://shoptly.com/i/ba39 

Agnijaat Book 12, Ponchishe boisakh 2020 

https://shoptly.com/i/ba3c 

Agnijaat Ashar 1427, June 2020 

https://shoptly.com/i/bb7n 

Agnijaat Shraban 1427, July 2020 

https://shoptly.com/i/b3pc 

Sfulingo 4, 17.7.20 

https://shoptly.com/i/b3qa 

Agnijaat Bhadra 1427, August 2020 

https://shoptly.com/i/b3k4 

Agnijaat Ashwin 1427, September 2020 

https://shoptly.com/i/but3 

Agnijaat Kartik 1427, October 2020 

https://shoptly.com/i/bujh 

Agnijaat Book 13 (Durgapuja 1427) 

https://shoptly.com/i/bv2x 

Agnijaat Agrahayan 1427, November 2020 

https://shoptly.com/i/bvm8 

Agnijaat Poush 1427, December 2020 

https://shoptly.com/i/b28a 

AGNISHATDAL 

Agnishatal Magh 1424, January 2018 

https://shoptly.com/i/vmx 

Agnishatdal Falgun, February 

https://shoptly.com/i/vmy 

Agnishatdal Chaitra, March 

https://shoptly.com/i/vw1 

https://shoptly.com/i/dfu
https://shoptly.com/i/jbh
https://shoptly.com/i/jo7
https://shoptly.com/i/kjo
https://shoptly.com/i/mom
https://shoptly.com/i/nir
https://shoptly.com/i/oay
https://shoptly.com/i/owg
https://shoptly.com/i/cwo
https://shoptly.com/i/958
https://shoptly.com/i/ba39
https://shoptly.com/i/ba3c
https://shoptly.com/i/bb7n
https://shoptly.com/i/b3pc
https://shoptly.com/i/b3qa
https://shoptly.com/i/b3k4
https://shoptly.com/i/but3
https://shoptly.com/i/bujh
https://shoptly.com/i/bv2x
https://shoptly.com/i/bvm8
https://shoptly.com/i/b28a
https://shoptly.com/i/vmx
https://shoptly.com/i/vmy
https://shoptly.com/i/vw1
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Agnishatdal Boisakh, April 

https://shoptly.com/i/243 

agnishatdal jyeshtha 1425, may 2018 

https://shoptly.com/i/p2a 

Agnishatdal Book 5 

https://shoptly.com/i/vmz 

Agnishatdal BOOK 6 

https://shoptly.com/i/pvc 

Agnishatdal Ashar 1425 

https://shoptly.com/i/qeh 

Agnishatdal Shraban 1425 

https://shoptly.com/i/rop 

agnidal [Annual Digest 2018] 

https://shoptly.com/i/rou 

agnishatdal bhadra 1425, august 2018 

https://shoptly.com/i/74d 

agnishatdal ashwin 1425, september 2018 

https://shoptly.com/i/xyz 

Agnishatdal Book 7- Durgapuja 1425 

https://shoptly.com/i/y8z 

Agnishatdal Kartik, October 2018 

https://shoptly.com/i/x9u 

Agnishatdal Agrahayan 1425, November 2018 

https://shoptly.com/i/zc4 

Agnishatdal Poush 1425, December 2018 

https://shoptly.com/i/1m4 

Agnishatdal Magh 1425, January 2019 

https://shoptly.com/i/86t 

Agnishatdal Book 8, Saraswatipuja 1425 

https://shoptly.com/i/4xi 

Agnishatdal Falgun 1425, February 2019 

https://shoptly.com/i/4jy 

Agnishatdal Chaitra 1425, March 2019 

https://shoptly.com/i/ext 

Agnishatdal Boisakh 1425, April 2019 

https://shoptly.com/i/fq6 

Agnishatdal Book 9, 25she boisakh 1426, 7th May 2019 

https://shoptly.com/i/gu6 

Agnishatdal Jyeshtha 1426, May 2019 

https://shoptly.com/i/gyi 

Agnishatdal Ashar 1426, June 2019 

https://shoptly.com/i/hok 

Agnishatdal Shraban 1426, July 2019 

https://shoptly.com/i/5tv 

Agnidal Illustrated 3, 17.7.2019 

https://shoptly.com/i/5t3 

Agnishatdal Bhadra 1426, August 2019 

https://shoptly.com/i/6pg 

  

https://shoptly.com/i/243
https://shoptly.com/i/p2a
https://shoptly.com/i/vmz
https://shoptly.com/i/pvc
https://shoptly.com/i/qeh
https://shoptly.com/i/rop
https://shoptly.com/i/rou
https://shoptly.com/i/74d
https://shoptly.com/i/xyz
https://shoptly.com/i/y8z
https://shoptly.com/i/x9u
https://shoptly.com/i/zc4
https://shoptly.com/i/1m4
https://shoptly.com/i/86t
https://shoptly.com/i/4xi
https://shoptly.com/i/4jy
https://shoptly.com/i/ext
https://shoptly.com/i/fq6
https://shoptly.com/i/gu6
https://shoptly.com/i/gyi
https://shoptly.com/i/hok
https://shoptly.com/i/5tv
https://shoptly.com/i/5t3
https://shoptly.com/i/6pg
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Agnishatdal Ashwin 1426, September2019 

https://shoptly.com/i/dfv 

Agnishatdal 10th Quarterly Durgapuja 2019 1426 

https://shoptly.com/i/jbi 

Agnishatdal 1426, October 2019 

https://shoptly.com/i/jow 

Agnishatdal Agrahayan 1426, November 2019 

https://shoptly.com/i/kjc 

Agnishatdal Poush 1426, December 2019 

https://shoptly.com/i/mon 

Agnishatdal Magh 1426, January 2020 

https://shoptly.com/i/nis 

agnishatdal book 11 saraswatipuja 2020 

https://shoptly.com/i/oaz 

Agnishatdal Falgun 1426, February 2020 

https://shoptly.com/i/owh 

Agnishatdal Chaitra 1426, March 2020 

https://shoptly.com/i/cwc 

Agnishatdal Boisakh 1427, April 2020 

https://shoptly.com/i/95f 

Agnishatdal Jyeshtha 1427, May 2020 

https://shoptly.com/i/batb 

Agnishatdal Book 12, Ponchishe boisakh 2020 

https://shoptly.com/i/bata 

Agnishatdal Ashar 1427, June 2020 

https://shoptly.com/i/bb7o 

Agnishatdal Shraban 1427, July 2020 

https://shoptly.com/i/b3p9  

Agnidal 4, 17.7.20 

https://shoptly.com/i/b3po 

Agnishatdal Bhadra 1427, August 2020 

https://shoptly.com/i/b3ke 

Agnishatdal Ashwin 1427, September 2020 

https://shoptly.com/i/butt 

Agnishatdal Kartik 1427, October 2020 

https://shoptly.com/i/buji 

Agnishatdal Book 13 (Durgapuja 1427) 

https://shoptly.com/i/bv2y 

Agnishatdal Agrahayan 1427, November 2020 

https://shoptly.com/i/bvm4 

Agnishatdal Poush 1427, December 2020 

https://shoptly.com/i/b28b 

 

If you can’t buy via shoptly for one reason or other you can buy my creations 

(any one listed in shoptly, patreon) directly from me, via my paypal account. 

But, after you make the payment DON’T FORGET TO SEND ME THE LIST OF 

THE BOOK(S) YOU WANT AND YOUR EMAIL ID. 

My email id for that list is: sermistabasu@gmail.com 

https://shoptly.com/i/dfv
https://shoptly.com/i/jbi
https://shoptly.com/i/jow
https://shoptly.com/i/kjc
https://shoptly.com/i/mon
https://shoptly.com/i/nis
https://shoptly.com/i/oaz
https://shoptly.com/i/owh
https://shoptly.com/i/cwc
https://shoptly.com/i/95f
https://shoptly.com/i/batb
https://shoptly.com/i/bata
https://shoptly.com/i/bb7o
https://shoptly.com/i/b3p9
https://shoptly.com/i/b3po
https://shoptly.com/i/b3ke
https://shoptly.com/i/butt
https://shoptly.com/i/buji
https://shoptly.com/i/bv2y
https://shoptly.com/i/bvm4
https://shoptly.com/i/b28b
mailto:sermistabasu@gmail.com
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AMAZON BOOKS 

Being rewritten every year 

IN 
https://www.amazon.com/author/sharmishth

abasu 

 

https://www.amazon.com/author/sharmishthabasu
https://www.amazon.com/author/sharmishthabasu
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Books in Amazon 
 

February 2020 
 

The Lotus of Fire 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00o8m3o5e 

A bouquet of wild flowers 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00RF97HXW 

 

April 2020 
 

Black Mist And Other Stories 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00ontgsbe 

Tell Me A Story 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00p2bnl8a 

Moments from the Journey 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00W5VIDHE 

Butterflies from life's garden 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/b00w6tgly2 

Lucifer’s Liegemen- Kingmaker 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/b0876w7xbw 

 

May 2020 
 

The child of woods [Kindle $1.07]  

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00QK1XD66 

spirits of darkness and light [Kindle $1.07]  

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00QK1XHTY 

 

June 2020 
 

The bridge of her dreams 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00QK117J6 

The prisoner of sand castle 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00QK1X4AG 

Waves that became songs 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00WNZ63Z6 

Melodies from moonlit nights [Price: Kin $1.07] 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00WTXA11O 

 

July 2020 
 

Agnidal 4, 17.7.20 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08CRFBYQT  

Sfulingo 4 [17.7.2020]  

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08CRPRYYH 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00o8m3o5e
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00RF97HXW
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00ontgsbe
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00p2bnl8a
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00W5VIDHE
http://www.amazon.com/dp/b00w6tgly2
https://www.amazon.com/dp/b0876w7xbw
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00QK1XD66
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00QK1XHTY
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00QK117J6
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00QK1X4AG
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00WNZ63Z6
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00WTXA11O
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08CRFBYQT
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08CRPRYYH
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September 2020 
 

Myriad colours of earth [ Kindle 1.07] 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/b0105jpae6 

Wildflowers in bed of rocks [Kindle $1.07]  

https://www.amazon.com/dp/b0105j2jfe 

When the clouds dance 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/b0105j2jko 

Of dreams and reality 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/b0105jdvh4 

 

October 2020 
the heart beats on 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/b00ztn8z1e 

crystal eyes 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00QK11F3O 

  

https://www.amazon.com/dp/b0105jpae6
https://www.amazon.com/dp/b0105j2jfe
https://www.amazon.com/dp/b0105j2jko
https://www.amazon.com/dp/b0105jdvh4
https://www.amazon.com/dp/b00ztn8z1e
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00QK11F3O
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GUMROAD 
http://gumroad.com/sharmishthabasu 
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GUMROAD 

 

In case you are wondering, I opened this account in gumroad because it allows to pay 

through credit card and by checking out the forums I sort of felt it is a safe site to buy from. 

https://ecommerce-platforms.com/ecommerce-reviews/gumroad-review 

 

My profile: 

https://gumroad.com/sharmishthabasu 

 

Right Now I have upped only few books here, from next month it will sell the books I will sell 

through shoptly each month. The older books will stay in shoptly. Only the ones from July 2019 will 

come up in Gumroad. 

July 2019- 17.7.2019 

 

Agnidal Illustrated 3, 17.7.2019 

https://gum.co/UMVSg 

Agnijaat Shraban 1426, July 2019 

https://gum.co/kivvF 

Agnimalya book 14, They always come! 

https://gum.co/JBMJY 

Agnishatdal Shraban 1426, July 2019 

https://gum.co/nLKd 

Sharmishtha Basu's Sketch Book 1 Sun 

https://gum.co/cmoWa 

Sharmishtha Basu's Sketch Book 2 Water 

https://gum.co/gOrSq 

Sfulingo Illustrated 3, 17.7.2019 

https://gum.co/ADqpJ 

Soulagni and Agni 17.7.2019 

https://gum.co/XFvLc 

August 2019 

Agnijaat Bhadra 1426, August 2019 

https://gum.co/brIvb 

Agnishatdal Bhadra 1426, August 2019 

https://gum.co/QAAIC 

September 2019 

Agnijaat Ashwin 1426, September2019 

https://gumroad.com/l/gjIUz 

Agnishatdal Ashwin 1426, September2019 

https://gumroad.com/l/ZPHiA 

October 2019 

Agnijaat 10th Quarterly Durgapuja 2019 1426 

https://gumroad.com/l/uVPKQy 

Agnishatdal 10th Quarterly Durgapuja 2019 1426 

https://gumroad.com/l/gQiLv 

Agnijaat Kartik 1426, October 2019 
https://gumroad.com/l/xzpKY 

Agnishatdal Kartik 1426, October 2019 

https://gumroad.com/l/PJQvb 

https://ecommerce-platforms.com/ecommerce-reviews/gumroad-review
https://gumroad.com/sharmishthabasu
https://gum.co/UMVSg
https://gum.co/kivvF
https://gum.co/JBMJY
https://gum.co/nLKd
https://gum.co/cmoWa
https://gum.co/gOrSq
https://gum.co/ADqpJ
https://gum.co/XFvLc
https://gum.co/brIvb
https://gum.co/QAAIC
https://gumroad.com/l/gjIUz
https://gumroad.com/l/ZPHiA
https://gumroad.com/l/uVPKQy
https://gumroad.com/l/gQiLv
https://gumroad.com/l/xzpKY
https://gumroad.com/l/PJQvb
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November 2019 

Agnijaat Agrahayan 1426, November 2019 

https://gumroad.com/l/uIAlLA 

Agnishatdal Agrahayan 1426, November 2019 

https://gumroad.com/l/QYloB 

December 2019 
Agnijaat Poush 1426, December 2019 
https://gumroad.com/l/jKvWy 

Agnishatdal Poush 1426, December 2019 

https://gumroad.com/l/umPGr 

January 2020 

Agnijaat Magh 1426, January 2020 

https://gumroad.com/l/bJPEQ 

Agnishatdal Magh 1426, January 2020 

https://gumroad.com/l/RUPvJ 

agnijaat book 11, saraswatipuja 2020 

https://gumroad.com/l/SsRFKT 

agnishatdal book 11 saraswatipuja 2020 

https://gumroad.com/l/wXRZN 

February 2020 

Agnijaat Falgun 1426, February 2020 

https://gumroad.com/l/PpWy 

Agnishatdal Falgun 1426, February 2020 

https://gumroad.com/l/XpPRN 

March 2020 

Agnijaat Chaitra 1426, March 2020 

https://gumroad.com/l/fBwVj 

Agnishatdal Chaitra 1426, March 2020 

https://gumroad.com/l/pmPKO 

April 2020 

Agnijaat Boisakh 1427, April 2020 

https://gumroad.com/l/THRVt 

Agnishatdal Boisakh 1427, April 2020 

https://gumroad.com/l/cOBGS 

Agnimalya Book 15 Urania's table 1 

https://gumroad.com/l/sjBfI 

May 2020 

Agnijaat Jyeshtha 1427, May 2020 

https://gumroad.com/l/hDECQ 

Agnishatdal Jyeshtha 1427, May 2020 

https://gumroad.com/l/IOdfb 

Agnijaat Book 12, Ponchishe boisakh 2020 

https://gumroad.com/l/VGFqJ 

Agnishatdal Book 12, Ponchishe boisakh 2020 

https://gumroad.com/l/RFwEa 

Agnimalya Book 16 Urania's table 2 

https://gumroad.com/l/BpXiE 

  

https://gumroad.com/l/uIAlLA
https://gumroad.com/l/QYloB
https://gumroad.com/l/jKvWy
https://gumroad.com/l/umPGr
https://gumroad.com/l/bJPEQ
https://gumroad.com/l/RUPvJ
https://gumroad.com/l/SsRFKT
https://gumroad.com/l/wXRZN
https://gumroad.com/l/PpWy
https://gumroad.com/l/XpPRN
https://gumroad.com/l/fBwVj
https://gumroad.com/l/pmPKO
https://gumroad.com/l/THRVt
https://gumroad.com/l/cOBGS
https://gumroad.com/l/sjBfI
https://gumroad.com/l/hDECQ
https://gumroad.com/l/IOdfb
https://gumroad.com/l/VGFqJ
https://gumroad.com/l/RFwEa
https://gumroad.com/l/BpXiE
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JUNE 

Agnijaat Ashar 1427, June 2020 

https://gumroad.com/l/HJNol 

Agnishatdal Ashar 1427, June 2020 

https://gumroad.com/l/mNnNi 

Sharmishtha Basu's Pen n Brush Book 7 

https://gumroad.com/l/WrhcE 

Sharmishtha Basu's Pen n Brush Book 8 

https://gumroad.com/l/sAuSj 

Sharmishtha Basu's Pen n Brush Book 9 

https://gumroad.com/l/GXecr 

Sharmishtha Basu's Pen n Brush Book 10 

https://gumroad.com/l/hWNs 

Sharmishtha Basu's Pen n Brush Book 11 

https://gumroad.com/l/zcUlD 

JULY 

 

Agnidal 4, 17.7.20 

https://gumroad.com/l/HRaoTO 

Agnijaat Shraban 1427, July 2020 

https://gumroad.com/l/mjfPYT 

Agnishatdal Shraban 1427, July 2020 

https://gumroad.com/l/xGMbhD 

Sfulingo 4, 17.7.20 

https://gumroad.com/l/nLAap 

AUGUST 

Agnijaat Bhadra 1427, August 2020 

https://gumroad.com/l/JFobi 

Agnishatdal Bhadra 1427, August 2020 

https://gumroad.com/l/unxfo 

SEPTEMBER 

Agnijaat Ashwin 1427, September 2020 

https://gumroad.com/l/LWppS 

Agnishatdal Ashwin 1427, September 2020 

https://gumroad.com/l/KKnqK 

OCTOBER 

 

Agnijaat Kartik 1427, October 2020 

https://gumroad.com/l/YxECi 

Agnishatdal Kartik 1427, October 2020 

https://gumroad.com/l/Agbdb 

Agnijaat Book 13 (Durgapuja 1427) 

https://gumroad.com/l/oHGJMD 

Agnishatdal Book 13 (Durgapuja 1427) 

https://gumroad.com/l/EcyaD 

https://gumroad.com/l/HJNol
https://gumroad.com/l/mNnNi
https://gumroad.com/l/WrhcE
https://gumroad.com/l/sAuSj
https://gumroad.com/l/GXecr
https://gumroad.com/l/hWNs
https://gumroad.com/l/zcUlD
https://gumroad.com/l/HRaoTO
https://gumroad.com/l/mjfPYT
https://gumroad.com/l/xGMbhD
https://gumroad.com/l/nLAap
https://gumroad.com/l/JFobi
https://gumroad.com/l/unxfo
https://gumroad.com/l/LWppS
https://gumroad.com/l/KKnqK
https://gumroad.com/l/YxECi
https://gumroad.com/l/Agbdb
https://gumroad.com/l/oHGJMD
https://gumroad.com/l/EcyaD
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NOVEMBER 

 
Agnijaat Agrahayan 1427, November 2020 
https://gumroad.com/l/lQFaM 
Agnishatdal Agrahayan 1427, November 2020 
https://gumroad.com/l/HkhrN 

DECEMBER 

Agnijaat Poush 1427, December 2020 
https://gumroad.com/l/Vvffb 
Agnishatdal Poush 1427, December 2020 
https://gumroad.com/l/yjTMY 
  

  

https://gumroad.com/l/lQFaM
https://gumroad.com/l/HkhrN
https://gumroad.com/l/Vvffb
https://gumroad.com/l/yjTMY
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My first sold painting: 

 

 
 
 

 

 

Sharmishtha Basu 

sermistabasu@gmail.com 
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Red Butterfly and Harmony 

    

Finally I am traditionally published! 
Justfiction-edition published Red Butterfly and Harmony on 

26th October, 2018, and they published my second book in June 

2019. 
https://my.justfiction-edition.com/catalogue/details/gb/978-613-7-40142-2/red-butterfly-and-

harmony/ 
https://www.morebooks.shop/store/gb/book/red-butterfly-and-harmony/isbn/978-613-7-

40142-2 

 

Two stories in one jacket-Harmony is about a very beautiful, perfect 
world, a world where your dreams may come true too, if you think 
outside the box! A journey into a beautiful planet where magical 
creatures still roam! A wanderer travelling in space finds love and 
home. The other story is a reminder of how wicked often hide 
behind mask of innocence. Red Butterfly is a story of two brave kids 
and a wicked witch. 

  

https://my.justfiction-edition.com/catalogue/details/gb/978-613-7-40142-2/red-butterfly-and-harmony/
https://my.justfiction-edition.com/catalogue/details/gb/978-613-7-40142-2/red-butterfly-and-harmony/
https://www.morebooks.shop/store/gb/book/red-butterfly-and-harmony/isbn/978-613-7-40142-2
https://www.morebooks.shop/store/gb/book/red-butterfly-and-harmony/isbn/978-613-7-40142-2
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The strange island and other stories  

 

 
 

The strange island and other stories 
https://www.morebooks.shop/store/gb/book/the-strange-island-and-other-stories/isbn/978-

620-0-10422-9 

https://my.justfiction-edition.com/catalogue/details/gb/978-620-0-10422-9/the-strange-island-

and-other-stories 

 

Two stories in one jacket- First, the strange island is the story of a 

girl with free spirit, she moves into a picturesque island and meets a 

man she just can’t resist, ends up with more than she ever bargained 

for. She is ushered into a world of passion and strangest creatures. A 

world that is beautiful and enchanting in one hand but on the other 

hand its terrifying and scary. The second story,  

 

Magic Wardrobe is again the story of a girl who discovers a 

mysterious world in the home she inherited in a beautiful town in 

the lap of Himalayas, a gift from her aunt she has never met. There 

she takes a journey into a world that just is not possible yet it 

materialized for her- a world full of dangers and intrigue. 

https://www.morebooks.shop/store/gb/book/the-strange-island-and-other-stories/isbn/978-620-0-10422-9
https://www.morebooks.shop/store/gb/book/the-strange-island-and-other-stories/isbn/978-620-0-10422-9
https://my.justfiction-edition.com/catalogue/details/gb/978-620-0-10422-9/the-strange-island-and-other-stories
https://my.justfiction-edition.com/catalogue/details/gb/978-620-0-10422-9/the-strange-island-and-other-stories
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February 

 

Upcoming Books 

In  

Shoptly and Gumroad  
 
 

 

Agnijaat and Agnishatdal monthly issues,  

Book 14 of the Ezines on Saraswatipuja, 16th February 2021.  

 

Kindle books to be republished in February 2021 
 

The Lotus of Fire 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00o8m3o5e 

A bouquet of wild flowers 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00RF97HXW 

 
 

 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00o8m3o5e
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00RF97HXW

